Generators of brain electrical activity in patients with Wilson's disease.
Electroencephalographic (EEG) generators were investigated in 13 patients suffering from hepatolenticular degeneration with and without neurological symptoms and in 13 healthy subjects for comparison by the use of FFT approximation. Quantitative assessment of motor deficits and psychiatric disturbances was correlated with EEG features. We found mainly an increase in delta activity, a decrease in alpha activity combined with a more posterior localisation of the EEG generators in the delta band and a more anterior one in the alpha band in patients compared with healthy controls. The localisation of the EEG generators in the patients with clinical apparent neurological symptoms were in all frequency bands more superficial compared with controls and patients without neurological symptoms. With longer duration of the disease, the lower the premorbid intelligence the more posterior was the delta EEG generator localised. Although the alpha EEG generator was more anteriorly localised with longer duration of the disease and more severe cognitive deficits, it was more superficial with more pronounced psychiatric symptoms, more severe cognitive deficits, lower premorbid intelligence and more pronounced motor disabilities. With more pronounced psychiatric symptoms and cognitive deficits, the beta EEG generator was more anteriorly localised. The present study demonstrated that a significant deviant EEG pattern exists between patients with and without clinical neurological symptoms and that stage-dependent alterations in psychiatric symptoms and cognitive ability are reflected on the EEG.